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The project
Venice Movie Stars Photography Award is the first
photography contest dedicated to images taken at the
Venice International Film Festival.
The award curated by Immagicgroup was created with the
aim of enhancing the work of professional photographers
who tell the world, through their pictures, emotions and
important moments of the Festival.
In 2010 the Award received the patronage of the Ministry of
Heritage and Culture.
Born in 2003 as a photographic exhibition, Venice Movie
Stars has become, over ten editions, a coveted award in the
photography world, gaining acclaim and attention from press
and opinion leaders.
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The Award
The Venice Movie Stars Photography Award
will be awarded in three categories:
Official Section:
• Best Portrait
• Best Reportage
Collateral Section:
• Public’s choice
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The jury
The official evaluation of sections is done by members
of the Official Jury of the Prize, including journalists,
photographers and actors.
In the past editions many important personalities have
been members of the Jury such as Gabriele Salvatores, John
Landis, Marco Müller, Douglas Kirkland, Stefano Accorsi,
Dante Ferretti, Ferzan Ozpetek, Maria Grazia Cucinotta,
Raoul Bova, Julian Schnabel, Maurizio Galimberti and
Domenico Procacci.
The Public’s choice, in collaboration with Repubblica.it, is
assigned to the most voted image by the LaRepubblica web
page readers. During the past nine edition of the award
more than 25.000 people have expressed their preference,
determining the winning photo of this category.
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At Villa Borghese
Casa del Cinema in Rome

The awards ceremony, attended by numerous journalists
and actors, is held since 2006 in December at the
Casa del Cinema in Villa Borghese in Rome.
During the event, actors and film industry
professionals reward the winning
photographers.
The Venice Movie Stars
Photography Award exhibition
collects the most significant images
of the prize and is staged each year
at the Casa del Cinema until the end
of February.
The Venice Movie Stars catalogue
presentation is held during a cocktail.
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The book
All images participating in the photo
contest are collected in a prestigious
book printed in limited edition.
The Venice Movie Stars Photography
Award book is reserved exclusively for
the partners of the initiative, which may
require customized copies.
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Venice Movie Stars celebrities

Natalie Portman

Charlize Theron

George Clooney

Mickey Rourke

Anne Hathaway
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contatti

Andrea Rossi
arossi@immagicgroup.com
+39 335 665 86 67
+39 041 61 37 23

Angelo Quarti
aquarti@immagicgroup.com
+39 338 315 73 74
+39 041 61 37 23
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